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Abstract

A growing variety of edge network access devices appear
on the marketplace that perform various functions which are
meant to complement generic routers’ capabilities, such as
firewalling, intrusion detection, virus scanning, network ad-
dress translation, traffic shaping and route optimization. Be-
cause these edge network access devices are deployed on
the critical path between a user site and its Internet ser-
vice provider, high availability is crucial to their design.
This paper describes the design, construction and evalua-
tion of a general implementation framework for supporting
fault tolerance on edge network devices. This implementa-
tion framework, called Duplex, is designed to be indepen-
dent of the functionality of the hosting edge network access
device, such that only a minimal amount of programming is
required to tailor this framework to a specific edge network
access device implementation. Duplex can tolerate power
failure, hardware failure, and software failure by support-
ing device mirroring and watchdog timer-based link bypass-
ing. Empirical performance measurements of an instance of
Duplex that is embedded in a commercial bandwidth man-
agement device show that the run-time overhead of its fault
tolerance mechanisms is less than 1 msec 90% of the time,
and the failure detection and recovery period is less than 1.3
sec when running at 100 Mbps.

1. Introduction

The network traffic coming into and getting out of a user
site needs to be managed. Unfortunately, the packet man-
agement functions on standard routers are relatively limited.
As a result, a growing variety of edge network access de-
vice (NAD) products have been developed to perform var-
ious packet filtering, scheduling, and transformation func-
tions, such as firewalling, intrusion detection, virus scanning,
network address translation, traffic shaping, route optimiza-

tion, etc. These NADs are required to be deployed on the
critical path between a user site and the rest of the Internet,
because they need to see all the packets in and out of the user
site. Accordingly, these NADs have to be highly available
for undisrupted connectivity of the user sites to the Internet.

Although different NADs may perform different network
packet management functions, their underlying hardware
and software architectures are quite similar. NADs typically
have two network interfaces. When packets arrive at one in-
terface, they are buffered, inspected, modified, and queued
for transmission on the other interface or simply dropped.
From the standpoint of fault tolerance support, these NADs
share a common set of requirements:

• The hard state that needs to be recovered after a failure
is small and updated relatively infrequently; for exam-
ple, the filter rules in a firewall, the set of public ad-
dresses available for a network address translator, the
bandwidth reservations in a traffic shaping device, etc.

• It is acceptable to lose some packets during the failure
recovery period. Therefore, the fail-over does not have
to be instant.

• Connectivity to the Internet should be preserved at all
costs. That is, if there is no other alternative but to let a
NAD die, the NAD should behave like a passive cable
after its death.

Given these common requirements for NADs, it is natural
to consider a reusable fault tolerance implementation frame-
work that could be tailored to individual NADs with a mini-
mal amount of coding efforts in order to greatly reduce their
development cost and the time to market. The focus of this
paper is exactly about the design, implementation and eval-
uation of such a framework called Duplex.

The proposed fault tolerance implementation framework
supports watchdog timer based link bypassing after unrecov-
erable failures, and device mirroring, which allows a slave
device to take over a failed master device. The master and
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Figure 1. Duplex supports two dual-device configurations: (a)
Parallel-Dual (b) Serial-Dual configuration.

slave devices could operate in a parallel or serial configura-
tion as shown in Figure 1. In parallel mode, the internal in-
terfaces of master and slave are connected to a common hub,
as are their external interfaces. Consequently, both devices
see the same set of incoming and outgoing packets, barring
packets dropped at the network interfaces. In serial mode,
the internal interface of one device is connected to the ex-
ternal interface of the other. This mode makes it possible to
turn these two devices into a passive cable when they fail si-
multaneously. However, this flexibility comes at the expense
of extra forwarding latency at each of the devices.

The services supported by Duplex include state logging,
state synchronization between master and slave, failure de-
tection, and state recovery after failure detection. In addition,
Duplex includes a set of service programming interfaces for
NAD developers to provide device-specific information, par-
ticularly those related to device state that needs to be recov-
ered after a failure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related work. In Section 3, we present the individual
building blocks of Duplex, namely, state logging and syn-
chronization, failure detection, and failure recovery, and dis-
cuss the parallel and serial mode of operation. In Section 4,
we describe how a commercial network access device called
ISMD makes use of the fault tolerance mechanisms in Du-
plex. Section 5 presents the performance measurements of
the failure detection and recovery mechanisms embedded in
ISMD. Section 6 provides a summary of this work and an
outline for future directions.

2. Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, Duplex is the first fault tol-
erance implementation framework designed specifically for
network access devices. It integrates the well known fault
tolerance concepts of process pair paradigm, state logging
and replication, recursive restartability, and rollback recov-
ery into a generic extensible framework tailored for high per-
formance network access devices.

Duplex is based on the process pair paradigm for fault
tolerance that was first pioneered in Tandem’s NonStop ker-
nel [2]. A pair of processes - primary and backup - are used
to implement a service that needs fault tolerance. The pri-
mary process is responsible for all requests to the service
and periodically checkpoints the operations on the device’s
internal state to the backup process. The backup process acts
as a hot standby and assumes the responsibility of servicing
incoming requests in the event of the failure of the primary
process. The idea of using hot-standby backup servers has
also been applied in web server systems [6, 1] where standby
servers take over the web server request processing from a
failed server. Process System Support (PSS) [8] provides
a meta-programming environment that applies the process-
pair approach to ensure high availability for distributed ap-
plications. Isis [3] is a distributed middleware that offers
primitives for managing process groups, broadcast, failure
detection and recovery, and synchronization using which pri-
mary/back and server replication mechanisms can be con-
structed.

The hot-standby backup device approach has also been
applied to making routers resilient to fail-overs. The Virtual
Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) [10] specifies an elec-
tion protocol by which responsibility for routing is assigned
to another standby router in the LAN in case of failure of
the master router. The motivation behind VRRP is similar to
Duplex in that it aims to eliminate a single point of failure in
network access that can result in loss of connectivity. Sim-
ilar proprietary protocols have been proposed by Cisco [12]
and DEC [9].

Rollback recovery has been studied extensively in litera-
ture. Elnozahy [7] provides an excellent survey of rollback
recovery techniques. There are two kinds of rollback recov-
ery techniques: checkpoint based and logging based. Check-
point based techniques periodically save the state of an exe-
cuting process to a disk file from which it can be recovered
after a failure. Examples of work on checkpoint based tech-
niques include Libckpt [13] and Libckp [14]. Checkpointing
of process state is an expensive operation in the context of
high performance network access devices. Duplex provides
a logging based mechanism that keeps a persistent record of
nondeterministic events, such as changes made to the device
configuration. In the event of a failure, the logged events
are replayed in their original order to recreate device’s pre-
failure state. Duplex’s logging mechanism achieves the best
of both pessimistic logging [2, 4] or optimistic logging [11].
Pessimistic logging requires the service to block till the log
is written to stable storage. Optimistic logging allows the
log message to be flushed asynchronously to stable storage
while the process goes ahead with other operations.

The concept of recursive restartability has recently gained
popularity [5], in which a fault-tolerant system allows
restarting components at multiple levels depending upon
severity of failure. In a similar spirit, Duplex API permits
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Figure 2. A network access device typically consists of a
kernel-space packet processing engine, a user-space manage-
ment daemon, and an administrative interface running on a re-
mote desktop. The kernel-space packet processing engine acts
on incoming packets according to pre-defined rules maintained
by user-space management daemons. The processing rules con-
stitute the hard state that the NAD needs to log in the normal
mode and recover upon a failure.

specification of various failure events and the corresponding
NAD components that need to be restarted in case of a fail-
ure.

3. The Duplex Framework

3.1. Overview

The software structure of a typical network access device
is shown in Figure 2. In this paper, we focus specifically
on NADs that are built from customized software running
on standard hardware such as an industrial PC. The soft-
ware of such network access devices is typically comprised
of two major components: a kernel-space packet processing
engine, and a user-space management daemon for configu-
ration and statistics reporting. For instance, a firewall device
maintains packet filtering rules that specify which packets to
drop and which to forward. Similarly, a network bandwidth
management device maintains reservation rules to prioritize
the transmission order of incoming and outgoing packets.
These “control information” are dynamically changing be-
cause they are subject to modification either manually or
through a programming interface. The control information
could be communicated between a NAD and the external
world through a standard protocol such as SNMP. Because
a NAD’s control information determines its run-time behav-
ior, updates to the control information are logged to persis-
tent storage for recovery after failures.

The design goal of the Duplex framework is to allow a
NAD developer to convert a given NAD implementation into
a fault-tolerant version with a minimal amount of coding
effort. Toward this end, Duplex supports a set of general
mechanisms for both single-device and fully redundant dual-
device configurations and a service programming interface
(SPI) for device-specific customization. These mechanisms
include – (1) Liveness check of the hardware platform, the
network interfaces, the kernel-space packet processing en-

gine, and the user-space management daemon, (2) Control
information logging and synchronization between the master
and slave devices of a mirrored device pair, and (3) Transpar-
ent and seamless switch-over after a failure, and fast recov-
ery of the failed device.

An important consideration in the design of a fully redun-
dant dual-device NAD is to hide the complexity of fail-over
from the rest of the network. This means that all the net-
work interfaces of the two devices should be bound to one
unique IP address (called global IP). However, because the
two devices need to communicate with each other, additional
private IP addresses should be assigned to these interfaces as
well. Although both devices are bound to the global IP, only
one of them should interact with external world through mes-
sages like ARP queries, TCP or UDP traffic, etc. The other
device should silently discard the packets addressed to the
global IP address. In the event of a fail-over, the device that
takes over should start processing packets addressed to the
global IP address. However, private communication between
the two devices remain unaffected.

3.2. Service Programming Interface

Duplex provides a set of programming interfaces that a
NAD developer can use to customize Duplex to a specific
NAD implementation along the following three dimensions:
a) user-level process liveness check, b) kernel module live-
ness check, and c) state logging and recovery.

When a Duplex network access device is started, a special
start-up script bootstraps and registers its associated user-
level management processes according to a configuration
file. This configuration file specifies the set of management
processes that need to be started, how to start them, and what
to do when these processes fail at run time. After the start-up
script spawns these management processes, it informs Du-
plex’s liveness check module of their process ID for run-time
monitoring. When a user-level management process dies,
possible actions include restarting the failed process, restart-
ing all user-level management processes, or rebooting the
entire NAD. The configuration file also includes information
about kernel modules whose liveness needs to be checked
at run time. Duplex provides a kernel-level interface called
iam alive() that needs to be periodically invoked by ev-
ery kernel module of a NAD. Invocation of iam alive()
indicates that the calling kernel module is alive and is func-
tioning correctly. Failure to invoke iam alive() for a pe-
riod of time signals a failure of a kernel module and trig-
gers the failure recovery procedure that is associated with
the failed module as specified in the configuration file.

Control state on a NAD needs to be stored in a persis-
tent log for failure recovery, and in the case of fully redun-
dant device mirroring, should be synchronized between the
master and slave devices. For this purpose, Duplex pro-
vides certain logging interfaces, such as, log async(),
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log notify(), and log recover(). The logging
functionality is explained in detail in Section 3.6.

3.3. Failure Detection

The Duplex framework includes failure detection mech-
anisms for both non-redundant and fully-redundant configu-
rations. In the single (non-redundant) configuration, detec-
tion of hardware and software failures is based on a periodic
liveness check mechanism embedded into the timer inter-
rupt service routine. Whenever a hardware timer interrupt
occurs, the liveness check code is invoked to verify if the
user-level management processes and kernel-level modules
are still alive, and to take appropriate actions when some of
these checks fail.

In the case that the timer interrupt is incorrectly disabled
due to a software failure, the failure detection module will
not have a chance to be triggered. Duplex relies on watch-
dog timer hardware to address this problem. Duplex assumes
the existence of a dual-channel network interface card that
has a bypass circuit controlled by a watchdog timer. The on-
card watchdog timer needs to be refreshed periodically to
continue in normal operating mode. Duplex implements this
refresh operation also in the timer interrupt service routine.
Upon a hardware/power failure or a software failure that dis-
ables the timer interrupt, the timer refresh code cannot get
triggered and the on-board watchdog timer times out, which
in turn causes the on-board hardware relays to short-circuit
the two channels. As a result, the inbound and outbound
network links of a NAD get physically connected when the
hardware or software on the NAD fails. In this scenario, the
NAD is effectively bypassed and becomes a passive cable.

During initial bootup, the dual-channel NIC operates in
Bypassmode by default. For proper operation, Duplex first
switches it into the Normal mode and enables the watch-
dog timer. From this point onwards the watchdog timer
is refreshed periodically. Any failure in software or hard-
ware liveness check disrupts the periodic refresh activity,
and results in the bypass circuit being triggered. Thus, for
the single configuration, Duplex can recover from failures
of a NAD’s user-level management processes, kernel-level
modules, software hangups, and hardware/power failures. In
some cases, the recovery is partial in that the NAD is con-
verted into a passive link.

In the dual (fully-redundant) configuration, the master
and slave need to constantly monitor the liveness of each
other. Duplex supports an adaptive heartbeat mechanism
for this purpose. The master and slave send a heartbeat
packet to each other periodically, and declare a failure
when each fails to receive a heartbeat packet from the other
over a period of time. Because heartbeat packets are sent
over the same network interface used by user traffic, there
is a possibility that heartbeat packets may be lost due to
collision or congestion. To distinguish between heartbeat

packet loss and device failure, Duplex uses a two-level
time-out mechanism. When a soft timer on a device expires,
Duplex begins to suspect that the other device is dead,
and increases the heartbeat packet frequency to probe the
other’s liveness. When the hard timer on a device expires,
Duplex concludes that the other device is dead, and initiates
the switch-over procedure if it is the slave device, or
converts itself into the single configuration if it is the master
device. To eliminate the influence of link congestion, both
soft and hard timers are dynamically adjusted according to
the current user traffic load, based on the following equation:

hard timeout = soft timeout +
current traffic load

2load factor

(1)
In practice, the load factor is empirically set to 14 for
100 Mbps networks and to 11 for 10 Mbps networks after
observing system behavior. The soft timeout is set to
100 msec. In summary, the adaptive heartbeat mechanism
reliably distinguishes among device failure, network inter-
face failure, link failure or heartbeat loss due to congestion.

3.4. Parallel-Dual Configuration

In Parallel-Dual configuration, two NAD devices with
identical hardware and software are connected in parallel as
shown in Figure 1. During normal operating mode, one of
the devices serves as the master device while the other as
the slave device. When the master device fails, the slave de-
vice detects the failure and takes over as the new master de-
vice. The communication between master and slave could be
through a dedicated path such as a serial line, or through the
standard network interfaces. Duplex assumes master-slave
communication goes through the standard network interfaces
to remove special communication line requirement and to
make it possible to detect network interface failure.

Duplex uses a finite state machine to model the transi-
tion of the two devices of a fully redundant NAD during the
failure detection and recovery period. There are six possi-
ble states that a device could be in: Probe, Master, QSMas-
ter, SubMaster, Slave, and Suspended. The heartbeat pack-
ets exchanged between two devices include the current state
of the sending device. Transitions among these states are
triggered by heartbeat packets or their absence within a cer-
tain period of time, as shown in Figure 3. Using this state
transition mechanism, Duplex is able to tolerate device hard-
ware/software failures and network interface failures associ-
ated with a device.

Once started up, a NAD device enters Probe state for five
seconds to decide into which state it should evolve. If the
peer device is already in Master state, then it enters Slave
state. If it fails to detect an active Master, the device as-
sumes the role of Master. If both devices are in Probe state,
the contention is resolved based on the MAC address of the
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Figure 3. The state transition diagram for the Parallel-Dual
mode. Each device starts in Probe state. State transitions on a
device are triggered based on heartbeat messages from the pair-
ing device. In normal operating mode one device is in Master
state and the other in Slave state. When a failure is detected but
not yet fully confirmed, the devices evolve through QSMaster or
SubMaster states. After a failure is confirmed the failed device
enters Suspended state.

devices’ network interfaces. The provision of Probe state
makes it possible to use the same probing mechanism for the
single and dual configurations. In the normal operating con-
dition, one device is in Master state and the other is in Slave
state. The master device provides the services of the NAD to
the outside world, and interacts with any remote administra-
tive interface.

In the Parallel-Dual configuration, master and slave de-
vice are connected through both of their network interfaces,
and the heartbeat packets are also exchanged between the
two devices through both network interfaces. Because the
time to detect Master device failure plays an important role
in the end-to-end fail-over latency, the heartbeat frequency
from Master to Slave is set to be significantly higher than
the heartbeat frequency from Slave to Master. When the
slave device fails to receive any heartbeat messages over a
pre-defined interval through one of the network interfaces,
there are three possibilities1 : (1) the master device is dead,
(2) the corresponding network interface of the master device
is dead, and (3) the corresponding network interface of the
slave device is dead. To distinguish among these cases, Du-
plex introduces an additional state called Quasi-Master (or
QSMaster) state, in which the devices determine whether the
network interface in question is working properly. When a
device in QSMaster state decides that its interface is alive,
it enters Master state; the other device, upon learning that
its peer is entering Master state, enters Suspended state and
eventually Slave state.

The QSMaster is a transient state which is used for iden-
tifying the failed device. When a device in QSMaster state

1The possibility of packets lost due to congestion is eliminated through
the dynamic two-level time-out mechanism described earlier.

receives a heartbeat packet which indicates that its peer is in
Master state, it enters the Suspended state. If after a failure,
the Slave node immediately transitions to the QSMaster state
there is a high probability that it will receive heartbeats from
current Master which has not yet switched to the QSMaster
state. As a result, it may wrongly switch to Suspended state
without verifying its own liveness. Thus, upon the detection
of missing heartbeat packets, the master device should en-
ter QSMaster state before the slave device. This ensures that
when the slave device enters QSMaster state, the only reason
that it could receive a heartbeat packet indicating its peer is
in Master state is because its peer has gone through the tran-
sition of Master, QSMaster, and Master. Duplex introduces
one more state called SubMaster to guarantee this ordering.
Assume the master and slave devices originally work prop-
erly, and when the slave device fails to receive any heartbeat
messages over a pre-defined interval through one of its net-
work interfaces, it enters SubMaster state. After the master
device receives a heartbeat packet through another network
interface that indicates the slave device is in SubMaster state,
the master device enters QSMaster state. After the slave de-
vice learns, via heartbeat messages, that the master device
is in QSMaster state, it enters QSMaster state as well. Now
that both devices are in QSMaster state, the one that detects
its network interface is working earlier enters Master state,
and the other enters Suspended state. If the master device
dies, the slave device takes over as Master after detecting the
loss of heartbeats on both the interfaces. Note that it is OK
for the slave device to enter Master state even when the rea-
son that it cannot receive heartbeat messages from the master
device is because both of its interfaces are dead. In this case,
since the slave device is cut off the network, it does not mat-
ter which state it is in.

In QSMaster state, devices check the liveness of their in-
terfaces by sending out ARP queries targeted at hosts that
are known to be reachable through these interfaces. If there
is any traffic received on both interfaces the device elevates
itself to Master state. It is also possible that loss of con-
secutive heartbeat packets is due to transient errors. In this
case, both devices conclude that their interfaces are working
properly and attempt to enter Master state. The device that
has interacted with the remote administrative interface most
recently will be the winner of this Dual Master contention.

Logically there are three types of high-level activities: (1)
NAD function, (2) communication with remote administra-
tive interface, and (3) network interface liveness check. De-
vices in Master state perform (1) and (2), devices in SubMas-
ter state perform (1), and devices in QSMaster state perform
(1) and (3). Although both devices may perform the NAD
function simultaneously, this will not cause problems as only
one device is truly connected to the network. When a device
is in Suspended state, it tries to first determine whether its
hardware and software are working properly, and moves on
to Probe state only when that is the case.
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Figure 4. The state transition diagram for serial mode opera-
tion of Duplex framework.

3.5. Serial-Dual Configuration

Figure 4 shows another configuration supported by Du-
plex – the Serial-Dual configuration. When a NAD device
comes with a dual-channel network interface card with by-
pass capability, the Parallel-Dual configuration is no longer
appropriate because failure of a device may add a direct
packet forwarding path that could impact normal network
operation. In this case, it is better to connect the master and
slave devices in Serial-Dual configuration. A key advantage
of the Serial-Dual configuration over the Parallel-Dual con-
figuration is that even when both devices die, the connectiv-
ity between a user site and the Internet remains available.

In the Serial-Dual configuration, the master device and
the slave device are connected through one interface, over
which the heartbeat messages are exchanged. Because any
network interface failure of either device could break the In-
ternet connectivity, it is essential to tolerate such failures.
When a device fails to receive packets on an interface over
a period of time, it induces traffic on that interface by send-
ing ARP queries for known hosts and if still no traffic is ob-
served, the device triggers the bypass circuit on the dual-
channel network interface card. With this mechanism in
place, Duplex can now assume that the network interfaces
of both devices are alive. When the slave device fails to re-
ceive any heartbeat messages within a pre-defined interval,
i.e., a heartbeat timeout, it enters SubMaster state and sends
out a SubMaster heartbeat to inform the master device of
the loss of heartbeat packets. If the master device dies, the
slave device will move to Master state after another heart-
beat timeout; otherwise, the master device will send back a
Master heartbeat immediately to return the slave device back
to Slave state. In this design, the old master device is given
a priority to stay in Master state so that unnecessary switch-
over is avoided.

Compared with the Parallel-Dual configuration, the slave
device in the Serial-Dual configuration is no longer a standby
device but an active device that blindly forwards all traffic. In
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Figure 5. Asynchronous Logging Procedure.

addition, it is necessary for each device to determine which
interface should be used in communicating with its peer. Fi-
nally the state transition diagram is simpler, because there is
only one interface for inter-device communication, and it is
no longer possible for the two devices to communicate with
each other after a heartbeat timeout.

3.6. Fast State Logging and Recovery

The state of a NAD consists of configuration information
and operational rules, such as packet filter rules in firewalls
and bandwidth reservations in traffic shapers, and should be
put to a persistent log for post-failure recovery. Although
the format of log records is NAD specific, it is possible to
provide generic read and write interfaces for log access. In
addition, for the dual configuration, it is essential to replicate
the control state of the master device on the slave device,
and keep them synchronized at all times. Therefore, logging
a state update involves writing a log record to the master
device’s local log file and the slave device’s log file.

Although it is semantically desirable to write to the log
files synchronously, the associated latency is unacceptable
for a NAD, especially at high link speeds. To address
this problem, Duplex uses a dedicated logging process that
shares a buffer with the NAD’s user-level management pro-
cess. Whenever the user-level management daemon needs
to log a state update, it calls the log async() interface,
which writes the log message to the shared buffer and sig-
nals the logging process, which in turn completes the logging
operation by performing a synchronous write to the log file.
As the synchronous disk access request is being serviced,
the logging process is blocked and the control of the CPU
is transferred back to the NAD. In the dual configuration,
the logging process on master further contacts the logging
process on the slave device to replicate the log record. The
user-level management daemon on the slave device can peri-
odically check for new log updates or can register a callback
routine using the log notify() interface to handle new
log updates.

Figure 5 illustrates the asynchronous logging procedure.
Duplex uses two user-level semaphores to manage the con-
trol flow between the user-level management process and the
logging process - a write semaphore and a reply semaphore.
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The logging process just sleeps on the write semaphore when
there is nothing to write to persistent storage. When there is
some message to be logged, the user-level management pro-
cess calls log async(), which writes the message to the
shared buffer and wakes up the logging process through a V
operation on the write semaphore. Once the logging process
takes control, it initiates a disk write operation, then allows
the user-level management process to continue via a V op-
eration on the reply semaphore, and finally performs a flush
operation on the write to complete the real disk operation.
This way, the visible logging latency for the NAD is just two
extra memory copies with a small synchronization overhead,
although each message is indeed synchronously written to
the log file.

When a device boots up, it calls a log recovery function
log recover(). This function first checks whether there
is a peering device. If no peer exists, the device restores
its control state from the local log file. If a peer exists and
the checksum of local log file matches with that of the peer
then the device restores the control state from the local log
file. If a peer exists but their logs’ checksums do not match,
the device restores its control state completely from the log
file of its peer. This ensures the control states of the peering
devices are synchronized.

4. Case Study: Internet Service Management
Device

The Internet Service Management Device (ISMD) sys-
tem from Rether Networks Inc. (www.rether.com) is a net-
work traffic management system that controls the access link
bandwidth usage based on user-defined policies. It is com-
prised of three major components: the core network access
device ISMD, an Archive Server (AS) and a Network Man-
agement Interface (NMI). The AS and NMI provide a web-
based management and analysis interface for such functions
as flow reservations, and real-time statistics reporting. The
availability of an ISMD system and hence the access link
it controls is relatively unaffected by AS and NMI status as
these components are primarily meant for user interaction
and statistics collection. Moreover, to maximize the user ac-
cess flexibility, there are no state information stored either
on AS or on NMI.

The core ISMD itself has a user-level manager that is re-
sponsible for communicating with the AS and for starting the
ISMD engine inside the kernel. The ISMD kernel module
performs such functions as packet scheduling, forwarding,
load balancing, and network address translation (NAT), and
is derived from Linux. Like other network access devices,
ISMD is also prone to hardware failure, single or multiple
link failures, network interface failures, and service failures
(in kernel engine or user instance). To improve the avail-
ability of the core ISMD, we apply the Duplex framework to

add logging and recovery to user-level manager, state transi-
tion mechanism to kernel module, and liveness checks in the
interrupt service routines.

4.1. User-Level Manager Customization

Since the user-space manager is an essential part for the
health of the core ISMD, its liveness needs to be constantly
monitored by the liveness check module. Toward this end,
the user-level manager is started by Duplex’s start-up script,
so that Duplex’s liveness check module is made aware of the
process ID of the ISMD user-level manager and is able to
monitor its health from that point on. In addition, the fall-
back operations when the user-level manager dies are also
specified, so that the liveness check module could take cor-
responding actions, in this case, it will reboot the machine
and restart from the latest consistent control state.

ISMD’s user-level manager maintains various control
state, including reservation list (for bandwidth management),
router list (for load balancing), etc. These control states
need to be stored in persistent storage so that the ISMD can
recover them after a failure. For the single configuration,
the user-level manager is modified to invoke log async()
whenever there is a state change, and after a failure, the user-
level manager invokes log recover() immediately after
it restarts. For the dual configuration, the user-level manager
needs to additionally register a call-back function through
the log recover() interface. This call-back function al-
lows the user-level manager to update its internal state in re-
sponse to new control state changes when the ISMD is oper-
ating as a slave device.

4.2. Kernel Module Customization

The kernel engine of the core ISMD keeps scheduling
and forwarding packets in an infinite loop until one of the
following events arises: reception of a local packet, or
expiration of the software timer for giving control to the
user-level manager. In each loop iteration, it polls net-
work interfaces to receive packets, performs packet classi-
fication, queues packets, and schedules packets transmis-
sion. To enable liveness check on the ISMD kernel en-
gine, a call to iam live(&ismd) is included in the main
loop. In some cases, the liveness check on the ISMD ker-
nel engine fails because the CPU control stays at the user
level for too long and thus the kernel engine is unable
to invoke the iam live (&ismd) call. To address this
problem, a separate iam live (&syscall) call is in-
cluded at the entry point of all system calls to check the
liveness of the entire kernel. The core ISMD is consid-
ered dead with when Duplex detects (1) failure of invoca-
tion of iam live (&ismd), (2) failure of invocation of
iam live (&syscall), and (3) failure of the user-level
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Traffic Fail-over time (ms) Lost Packets
(Mbps) Parallel Serial Parallel Serial

0 101 106 0 0
2 129 126 58 1594
5 159 160 189 3721
10 231 220 514 7246
20 346 247 1632 13899
30 457 460 3370 17424
40 588 591 6270 28511
50 717 713 8705 29477
60 833 836 12239 36385
70 952 955 26365 42221
80 1073 1089 32494 48579
90 1174 1197 51225 58902
100 1287 1267 68705 73728

Table 1. Fail-over time and lost packet count for Parallel-Dual
and Serial-Dual ISMD. The timings are against the increasing
traffic load. The packet size is fixed at 512 bytes. The packet
loss is more in Serial-Dual compared to the Parallel-Dual con-
figuration because in this configuration the Slave cannot act as a
warm replica of the Master during normal operation.

manager. The fall-back operation for all these failure scenar-
ios is to reboot the ISMD.

Duplex is responsible for detecting failures and manag-
ing the state transitioning during the failure detection period.
A NAD should perform different operations when it is in a
different state. For example, when an ISMD device in Sub-
Master mode, it should perform the core ISMD function, but
should not communicate with the AS. What a NAD should
do in a particular state is completely up to the developers of
the NAD. Duplex does not offer any help except providing a
global state variable called devicestate, which indicates
the current state of the NAD. Changing the hosting NAD’s
implementation to properly interact with the state transition
mechanism in Duplex is expected to take most of the cus-
tomization efforts. In the case of the ISMD, the original
polling loop is modified to include a series of state variable
checks to determine what subset of operations should be per-
formed in each of possible states in different configurations
(Single, Parallel-Dual, and Serial-Dual).

5. Performance Evaluation

After tailoring the Duplex framework to ISMD, we eval-
uated the resulting system’s fail-over performance for both
Parallel-Dual and Serial-Dual configurations. The hardware
platform of the ISMD being evaluated is a 1U industrial
PC with a Pentium Celeron 500 MHz CPU, 64 MBytes of
PC100 RAM, and two types of persistent storage: a regular
hard disk, and a Disk On Module (DOM) unit based on Flash
memory technology. The disk drive used was a WD200
5400 RPM IDE drive with 20GB capacity. The DOM units
were DOM2000 modules from Adlink with a typical media
transfer rate of 1.2 MBytes/s for write and 2.5 MBytes/s for
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Figure 6. Service stall time when the persistent media is a
hard disk drive. With more than 90% probability the logging
operations incur less that 1 msec of stall time.

read. The network interfaces used in Parallel-Dual configu-
ration were Intel EEpro-100 fast Ethernet adapters and that
in Serial-Dual configuration were dual-channel PCI-8124
adapters from Adlink. The heartbeat period is 20 msec and
each heartbeat message is 64 bytes in size. This amounts to
around 3 Kbps or heartbeat traffic which is very trivial com-
pared to the overall 100 Mbps link bandwidth.

The performance evaluation metrics used were fail-over
latency at different traffic conditions and the associated data
loss in terms of bytes and packets. The main run-time over-
head associated with fault tolerance was due to state log-
ging, which causes the ISMD’s service to be stalled when-
ever there is an update to the control state. These were mea-
sured by instrumenting the ISMD kernel to timestamp vari-
ous relevant system events.

5.1. Parallel-Dual Configuration

The fail-over latency and packet loss counts at various
traffic loads for a Parallel-Dual ISMD are shown in Table 1.
The failure is introduced by inducing a power failure at the
master device. The fail-over period represents the time be-
tween when the master device dies and when the slave device
becomes the new master, This period can be decomposed
into two parts – (1) Time between when the master device
fails and when the slave device moves to the SubMaster state
from the Slave state, and (2) Time for the slave device to
evolve from the SubMaster state to the Master state.

It was observed that the transition time from the SubMas-
ter to Master state was a constant 10 msec. The majority of
the fail-over latency is due to the heartbeat timeout, which
increases with the traffic load (Equation (1)). Without any
traffic load, the shortest observed fail-over latency was about
100 msec. This time increases with the network traffic load.
The fail-over latency was still less than 1 second for a traffic
load of 70 Mbps. At the peak possible load of 100 Mbps the
worst-case fail-over latency observed was around 1.2 sec-
onds.
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Figure 7. Time required to flush the log messages to the disk.
With 90% probability the write operations incur less than 3 msec
and almost always the operations take less than 4 msec.

The test traffic comprised of fixed packets of size 512
bytes each. The number of lost packets increases with the
increase in load as expected. As the slave device in the
Parallel-Dual configuration buffers the same set of packets
as the master device, essentially the slave device acts as a
warm replica and can take over the responsibility of traffic
forwarding immediately after the failure of the master de-
vice is detected, i.e., when the slave device moves to the
SubMaster state. The maximum measured packet loss count
is around 70 Kpkts at the peak traffic load of 100 Mbps. For
a more typical traffic load of 50 to 70 Mbps, the packet loss
count ranges from 8 Kpkts to 26 Kpkts.

5.2. Serial-Dual Configuration

The fail-over latency and packet loss counts at various
traffic loads for a Serial-Dual ISMD are also shown in Ta-
ble 1. The failure is again introduced by a power failure at the
master device. The failure detection and fail-over times were
similar to the parallel configuration. This is understandable
because the fault detection mechanism and the fail-over pro-
cedure are largely the same for these two configurations.
However, the number of packets lost in the Serial-Dual con-
figuration is higher than that for the Parallel-Dual configura-
tion for the same traffic load. This is because the slave device
in the Serial-Dual configuration blindly forwards the traffic
without any additional processing in order to minimize the
additional packet latency it introduces. As a result, the slave
device in this configuration is no longer a warm replica of
the master device, and all the packets buffered at the master
device at the time of its failure are lost. Fortunately, this ad-
ditional packet loss count becomes relatively less significant
as the input traffic load increases, as shown in Table 1. The
peak packet loss count is around 73 Kpkts at the maximum
load of 100Mbps and from 30 Kpkts to 42 Kpkts for a traffic
load of 50 to 70 Mbps.
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Figure 8. Service stall time when the persistent media is a
Disk On Module unit. With more than 70% probability, the
write operations incur less than 1 msec of stall time.

5.3. State Logging Overhead

The main run-time overhead of Duplex is the performance
cost associated with state logging, since it takes some time
to flush a log record to the disk. The design goal of Du-
plex is to mask this delay as much as possible so that its
impact on the NAD service is minimized. Accordingly, we
measure the disk flush cost of every logging operation, and
the service stall time due to state logging that is visible to
the NAD service. The difference between the two represents
the effectiveness of Duplex’s state logging implementation.
Each logging operation involves a record of size 2048 bytes,
which requires one disk block write. We measured 500 log-
ging operations and plotted the probability distributions for
the service stall time and the disk flush time.

The probability distributions for the service stall time and
disk flush time when the media is a hard disk are shown in
Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. When the persistent me-
dia is a hard disk drive the observed service stall time is less
that 1 msec with 90% probability. In comparison, the actual
disk flush time visible to the synchronous write process is
around 3 msec with a probability of 90% . After eliminat-
ing extreme cases the maximum observed disk flush time is
around 4 msec. The probability distribution for the service
stall time and disk flush time when the media is a DOM unit
are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. When the
persistent media is a Disk On Module unit the observed ser-
vice stall time is less than 1 msec with 70% probability, less
than 10 msec with 90% probability and less than 100 msec
for almost all of the operations. In contrast, the actual disk
flush time is nearly constant at 100 msec for almost all of
the operations. In both cases, the service stall time is signifi-
cantly lower than the disk flush time, which shows Duplex’s
two-process state logging mechanism is indeed quite effec-
tive. The fact that the majority of logging operations take
less than 1 msec for hard disks suggests that logging has
absolutely no impact on the operation of the hosting NAD
because its internal buffer memory can easily compensate a
stall time of this magnitude.
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Figure 9. Time required to flush log messages to the Disk
On Module unit. Almost all write operations require around
100 msec.

6. Conclusion

The network access devices on the access link of any en-
terprise to the Internet are critical resources that need to be
carefully guarded. The goal of Duplex project is to develop a
reusable fault tolerance implementation framework that can
turn a generic NAD into its fault-tolerant counterpart with
minimal customization. The Duplex framework provides
NADs with protection against the following types of fail-
ures: system hardware, software, power, and network inter-
face failure. In the Serial-Dual configuration, Duplex can
tolerate up to two device failures without losing the access
link’s connectivity. To the best of our knowledge, Duplex
is the first and perhaps only fault-tolerance implementation
framework for network access devices.

We have successfully implemented an initial prototype of
the Duplex framework and demonstrated its utility in a com-
mercial traffic shaping system called ISMD from Rether Net-
works Inc. Performance measurements on the ISMD show
that the fault-tolerance mechanism of Duplex framework in-
deed greatly improve the availability of the NADs and thus
the access links. The worst-case fail-over time of 1 sec guar-
antees almost 100% access link availability even when the
MTTF of single NAD units is as low as a few days. More-
over, this excellent fail-over performance comes with a neg-
ligible run-time overhead, less than 1 msec of service stall
time due to state logging.

There are several directions we plan to pursue further
based on the current Duplex framework. First, we plan to
enhance the Duplex prototype to make it independent of the
underlying operating system. Second, we plan to re-visit the
state transition logic, and develop a generic API that can
simplify the interaction between the hosting NAD and the
state transition mechanisms in Duplex. Experiences from the
ISMD project indicate that this part requires most of the cus-
tomization efforts. Third, although the Duplex framework
significantly reduces the implementation effort required to
add fault tolerance to an existing NAD, it does not com-
pletely eliminate it. It is an open research question whether it

is possible to build a program transformation tool that auto-
matically inserts proper Duplex APIs at proper places based
on a minimal amount of annotations provided by the appli-
cation programmers. Finally, it will be interesting to explore
whether it is possible to develop a similar framework for
other types of systems than NADs.
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